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Introduction to Computable General Equilibrium Models 2021-01-07 up to date hands on introduction to
computable general equilibrium models also serving as a desk reference for experienced cge modelers
Key Concepts and Contemporary Approaches to Structured Inequality 2023-06-06 this book presents an
introduction to the concept of social inequality it provides a theoretical and historical background to ways of
approaching this topic and discusses classic and modern theories of stratification after identifying the key
concepts of this topic the book lays out evidence on the nature and extent of contemporary social and economic
inequality it then considers categorical forms of inequality notably race class and gender finally the book
examines sources of social inequality and discusses political consequences of stratification and different policy
responses
Research Frontiers in Industrial Relations and Human Resources 1992 comprises 16 chapters subsumed under
four major subject areas unions collective bargaining and dispute resolution human resources management
labour market research and the regulation of labour management relations
Handbook of Migration and Globalisation 2018 this handbook explores the multifaceted linkages between two of
the most important socioeconomic phenomena of our time globalisation and migration both are on the rise
increasing in size and scope worldwide and this handbook offers the necessary background knowledge and tools
to understand how population flows shape and are shaped by economic and cultural globalisation
Journal of Economic Literature 1996 published in 1998 migration patterns at the global level have become more
complex affecting more countries more people and for a greater variety of reasons consequently international
migration is receiving increasing attention throughout the world migration is an inherently spatial phenomenon
but while the spatial patterns themselves have been described in recent surveys of global contemporary
international migration the causes and consequences of the spatial patterns have received surprisingly little
systematic attention often migration is seen just from a host country perspective or from a sending country
perspective without explicit consideration of the sub national origin and destinations of the flows or linkages
between countries it is well known that migration flows follow certain gravity like properties that there is chain
migration that certain regions attract more migrants than others that migrants are highly urbanised and that
within urban areas there are also concentrations of migrants leading to a reshaping of the urban landscape
however such observations are often the result of purely descriptive research or case study research
consequently there is still a need for an integrated multi disciplinary study of the spatial impact and the
resulting socio economic and political issues concerning migration this book aims to fill this gap by bringing
together a collection of papers which are primarily concerned with the spatial impact of contemporary
international migration patterns or with related issues the topics of the papers are wide ranging and the focus
varies from broad international perspectives to specific urban areas two general themes run through the papers
the first of these is that migration is an inherently dynamic process which may have either equilibrating or self
reinforcing cumulative effects the importance of considering international migration in a dynamic context has
come to the fore in several theoretical frameworks which are available in the literature to study this
phenomenon the second major theme of the book is the emphasis on the importance of personal networks in
shaping international migration patterns leading to pronounced clusters of urban areas from which migrants are
drawn and of migrant settlement
Moving for Prosperity: Global Migration and Labor Markets 2018-12-17 the economics of international migration
is a collection of the fundamental articles written by giovanni peri on the economic determinants and
consequences of international migration these papers have provided the theoretical framework and empirical
analysis for a rethinking of the economics of migration going beyond the canonical model of labor demand and
supply used until the 1990s beginning with a simple model that recognizes the differences between immigrants
and natives as workers the articles develop the analysis of complementarity specialization and productivity
effect of immigrants in developed economies the book then presents a series of papers analyzing and testing
the economic motivation for international migration finally the focus is shifted to the effect of immigration
policies and their consequences on immigration and the economy
Crossing Borders 1987 quarterly journal on sociodemographic economic historical political and legislative
aspects of human migration and refugee movements each issue of imr presents original articles research and
documentation notes reports on key legislative developments both national and international an extensive
bibliography and abstracting service the international sociological association s international newsletter on
migration plus a scholarly review of new books in the field imr also offers annual special issues planned by the
editorial board in conjunction with guest editors each of these issues provides an extensive and comprehensive
analysis of a single topic of emerging relevance in migration studies
Economic and Demographic Consequences of Immigration 2016-01-07 ebook labor economics
The Economics of International Migration 2000 from america s leading immigration economist the wall street



journal a refreshingly level headed exploration of the effects of immigration we are a nation of immigrants and
we have always been concerned about immigration as early as 1645 the massachusetts bay colony began to
prohibit the entry of paupers today however the notion that immigration is universally beneficial has become
pervasive to many modern economists immigrants are a trove of much needed workers who can fill
predetermined slots along the proverbial assembly line but this view of immigration s impact is overly simplified
explains george j borjas a cuban american harvard labor economist immigrants are more than just workers they
re people who have lives outside of the factory gates and who may or may not fit the ideal of the country to
which they ve come to live and work like the rest of us they re protected by social insurance programs and the
choices they make are affected by their social environments in we wanted workers borjas pulls back the curtain
of political bluster to show that in the grand scheme immigration has not affected the average american all that
much but it has created winners and losers the losers tend to be nonmigrant workers who compete for the same
jobs as immigrants and somebody s lower wage is somebody else s higher profit so those who employ
immigrants benefit handsomely in the end immigration is mainly just another government redistribution
program i am an immigrant writes borjas and yet i do not buy into the notion that immigration is universally
beneficial but i still feel that it is a good thing to give some of the poor and huddled masses people who face so
many hardships a chance to experience the incredible opportunities that our exceptional country has to offer
whether you re a democrat a republican or an independent we wanted workers is essential reading for anyone
interested in the issue of immigration in america today
The International Migration Review 2015-01-16 immigration policy is one of the most contentious public policy
issues in the united states today high skilled immigrants represent an increasing share of the u s workforce
particularly in science and engineering fields these immigrants affect economic growth patterns of trade
education choices and the earnings of workers with different types of skills the chapters in this volume go
beyond the traditional question of how the inflow of foreign workers affects native employment and earnings to
explore effects on innovation and productivity wage inequality across skill groups the behavior of multinational
firms firm level dynamics of entry and exit and the nature of comparative advantage across countries
EBOOK: LABOR ECONOMICS 2016-10-11 how many immigrants should we allow into the us annually and who
gets to come the question is easy to ask but hard to answer for thoughtful individuals and for our nation as a
whole philosopher philip cafaro answers the question as a political progressive who perhaps surprisingly wants
to reduce immigration into the united states cafaro details how current immigration levelsthe highest in
american historyundermine attempts to achieve progressive economic environmental and social goals he shows
that by thinking through immigration liberals can get clearer on their own goals these do not include having the
largest possible percentage of racial and ethnic minoritiesbut creating a society free of racial discrimination
where diversity is appreciated they do not include an ever growing economybut an economy that works for the
good of society as a whole they most certainly do not include a crowded cooked polluted ever more tamed
environmentbut a healthy spacious landscape with sufficient room for wild nature finally liberals goals should
include playing our proper role as global citizenswhile paying attention to our special responsibilities as
americans like it or not those responsibilities include setting us immigration policy
We Wanted Workers: Unraveling the Immigration Narrative 2018-06-15 this second edition provides a
comprehensive and up to date overview of the field of entrepreneurship principally from an economics
perspective
High-Skilled Migration to the United States and Its Economic Consequences 1989 by looking at case studies
from around europe this book focuses on the impact of the expected labour market security on migration
decision making and will prove invaluable for researchers leaders and policy makers in the field of politics and
migration studies
The Effects of Immigration on the U.S. Economy and Labor Market 1989 this publication explores the links
between trade liberalisation and migration movements in north america and discusses the issue of whether the
free circulation of persons accompany the successive stages of regional economic integration
The President's Comprehensive Triennial Report on Immigration 2015-02-06 demonstrates how new techniques
of economic analysis can be used to study the process of regional integration
How Many Is Too Many? 2018-04-03 this title offers an integrated account of strategic trade analysis combined
with empirical evidence and new results it addresses the need to synthesize and integrate the new advances in
a field that has become a key element of policy discussions
The Economics of Entrepreneurship 2019-09-16 describes community colleges as institutions with several
missions supplying courses to students interested in transferring to a university college providing occupational
training adapted to local labour market needs as well as adult basic education and workforce development
using the 1996 cohort of first time freshmen discusses results of educational research into the questions to



which extent the colleges meet the education and training needs of immigrants and whether the attainment
responds to changing skill demands of the local economy
Why Do People Migrate? 1998-11-03 asia and the pacific have become the growth engine of the world
economy with the contribution of two third of the global growth the book discusses current issues in economics
business and accounting in which economic agents as individuals entrepreneurs and professionals as well as
countries in the asia and pacific regions compete and collaborate with each other and with the rest of the globe
areas covered in the book include economic development and sustainability labor market competition islamic
economic and business marketing finance accounting standard compliances and taxation it will help shed light
on what business and economic scholars in regions have done in terms of research and knowledge development
as well as the new frontiers of research that have been explored and opening up this is an open access ebook
and can be found on taylorfrancis com
Migration, Free Trade and Regional Integration in North America 1999-08-26 the past thirty years have seen a
rapid expansion of testing exposing students worldwide to tests that are now more than ever standardized and
linked to high stakes outcomes the use of testing as a policy tool has been legitimized within international
educational development to measure education quality in the vast majority of countries worldwide the
embedded nature and normative power of high stakes standardized testing across national contexts can be
understood as a global testing culture the global testing culture permeates all aspects of education from
financing to parental involvement to teacher and student beliefs and practices the reinforcing nature of the
global testing culture leads to an environment where testing becomes synonymous with accountability which
becomes synonymous with education quality underlying the global testing culture is a set of values identified
from the increasing literature on world culture these include education as a human right academic intelligence
faith in science decentralization and neoliberalism each of these values highlights different aspects of the
dialogue in support of high stakes standardized testing the wide approval of these values and their ability to
legitimate various aspects of high stakes testing reinforces the taken for granted notion that such tests are
effective and appropriate education practices however a large body of literature emphasizes the negative
unintended consequences teaching to the test reshaping the testing pool the inequitable distribution of school
resources and teachers attention and reconstructing the role of the student teacher and parent commonly found
when standardized census based tests are combined with high stakes outcomes for educators or students this
book problematizes this culture by providing critical perspectives that challenge the assumptions of the culture
and describe how the culture manifests in national contexts the volume makes it clear that testing per se is not
the problem instead it is how tests are administered used or misused and linked to accountability that provide
the global testing culture with its powerful ability to shape schools and society and lead to its unintended
undesirable consequences
Market Integration, Regionalism and the Global Economy 2004 ebook international economics
Economic Policy Review 2003 in france low wages have historically inspired tremendous political controversy
the social and political issues at stake center on integrating the working class into society and maintaining the
stability of the republican regime a variety of federal policies including high minimum wages and strong
employee protection serve to ensure that the low wage workforce stays relatively small low wage work in france
examines both the benefits and drawbacks of this politically inspired system of worker protection france s high
minimum wage which is indexed not only to inflation but also to the average increase in employee wages plays
a critical role in limiting the development of low paid work social welfare benefits and a mandatory thirty five
hour work week also make life easier for low wage workers strong employee protection is a central
characteristic of the french model but high levels of protection for employees may also be one of the causes of
france s chronically high rate of unemployment the threat of long term unemployment may in turn contribute to
a persistent sense of insecurity among french workers low wage work in france provides a lucid analysis of how
a highly regulated labor market shapes the experiences of workers for better and for worse a volume in the
russell sage foundation case studies of job quality in advanced economies
International Trade 1996 new developments in socio economics aid in increased productivity of manufacturing
these advances result in long term improvement of competitiveness and innovation the handbook of research
on policies and practices for sustainable economic growth and regional development is an essential reference
publication for the latest scholarly information on the role of socio economics in sustainable development
initiatives featuring coverage on a variety of topics and perspectives including social economy innovation
cultural management and social networking this publication is ideally designed for researchers policy makers
and academicians seeking current research on different determining factors of social consequences resulting
from economic crisis
Impact of Illegal Immigration on Public Benefit Programs and the American Labor Force 2007 this



book examines the impact of the covid 19 pandemic on changing labour markets and accelerating digitalisation
of the workplace in central and eastern europe it provides an innovative and enriching take on the work
experience from the pandemic times and discusses the challenges of ongoing changes in labour markets and
workplaces in a way that is not covered by the extant literature the impact of the covid 19 pandemic and
digitalisation on labour market outcomes is analysed throughout 12 chapters by 34 labour market experts from
various cee countries most chapters are based on empirical methods yet are presented in an easy to follow way
to make the book also accessible for a non scientific audience the volume addresses the three key goals to
better understand the impact of the covid 19 pandemic on the adoption of workplace digitalisation in the
selected labour markets in cee countries and the potential trade offs facing those who do and do not have
access to this benefit to complement the labour market research by incorporating the outputs of changing
demand for skills to contribute new insight into policies and regulations that govern the future of work the book
argues that the recent covid 19 pandemic was a sombre reminder of the relevance and necessity of digital
technology for a variety of sectors and market activities it concludes that to downside the risks of vanishing jobs
as well as to minimise the threats and maximise the opportunities of digitalisation in cee countries labour
market partners need to consider an effective governance tool in terms of inclusive access to the digital
environment re skilling and balanced regulations of the more problematic facets of digital work the book will be
of interest to postgraduate researchers and academics in the fields of labour economics regional economics and
macroeconomics additionally due to the broader policy implications of the topic the book will appeal to
policymakers and experts interested in labour economics the introduction chapters 4 and 12 of this book are
freely available as a downloadable open access pdf at taylorfrancis com under a creative commons attribution
non commercial no derivatives cc by nc nd 4 0 license
Do Community Colleges Respond to Local Needs? 2017-10-12 to study the settlement process of undocumented
migrants jacqueline hagan examines one of houston s maya communities the approximately 900 maya from a
township in the department of totonicapan guatemala she traces this maya community from its genesis in 1978
when a few men left the township in search of economic opportunity to the complex effects of the 1986
immigration reform and control act irca based on several years of living and participating in the totonicapan
maya community in houston and a visit to the guatemalan home community hagan s research combines
interviews community participation and observation to evaluate immigration policy hagan shows that these
immigrants do not passively accept u s immigration policy but instead interpret it and base their actions on their
own agenda within the context of their local community the results often quite unexpected by national policy
makers question popular myths about the settlement of immigrant communities the author discusses the
different settlement experiences of men and women and the effects of irca on family and community structure
analyzing how legal status influences settlement behavior and international networks she finds that strong
community based networks and social ties with a home community lead to successful adaptation author note
jacqueline maria hagan is assistant professor of sociology at the university of houston
Competition and Cooperation in Economics and Business 2016-01-04 the book provides an up to date
analytical and empirical treatment of some important interactions between paid and unpaid labour and the
social economy the emphasis on the motivations for paid and unpaid labour and on how these factors contribute
to efficiently providing social services gives a clear empirical counterpart to the concept of social economy the
book begins with a theoretical perspective on the development and characteristics of paid and unpaid labour in
social services several empirical analyses largely using novel data sets are then provided about these
phenomena in italy a country which has drawn broad international attention in this field as well as in other
european countries and in the us topics of particular interest include preferences regarding and satisfaction with
paid and unpaid labour ownership structure and risk ownership structure remuneration and incentives for paid
labour characteristics of volunteer labour and its relationship with social capital endowment across italian
regions and a comparative analysis of labour in the nonprofit sector across europe
The Global Testing Culture 2008 george borjasâ well received text blends coverage of traditional topics with
modern theory and developments into a superb labor economics book his integration of theory with facts and
coverage of latest research make his book one of the most popular at the middle and upper end of the market
Evolution and Human Behavior 1996 dennis c canterbury s capital accumulation and migration explores the
subject of capital accumulation and migration a topic that is remarkably absent in the voluminous literature
spawned under neoliberal capitalism by the renewed interest in the development impact of migration this
volume undertakes a critique of this literature and adds a critical dimension to it while analyzing the
financialization of migration processes a central feature of neoliberal capitalism is the remodeling of the global
political economy to facilitate capital accumulation from migration amidst serious fault lines that reflect an
antagonistic contradiction in the neoliberal capitalist approach to migration



Legal Immigration Reform Proposals 2016-09-16 millions of people nearly 3 percent of the world s population no
longer live in the country where they were born every day migrants enter not only the united states but also
developed countries without much of a history of immigration some of these nations have switched in a short
span of time from being the source of immigrants to being a destination for them international migration is
today a central subject of research in modern labor economics which seeks to put into perspective and explain
this historic demographic transformation immigration economics synthesizes the theories models and
econometric methods used to identify the causes and consequences of international labor flows economist
george borjas lays out with clarity and rigor a full spectrum of topics including migrant worker selection and
assimilation the impact of immigration on labor markets and worker wages and the economic benefits and
losses that result from immigration two important themes emerge first immigration has distributional
consequences some people gain but some people lose second immigrants are rational economic agents who
attempt to do the best they can with the resources they have and the same holds true for native workers of the
countries that receive migrants this straightforward behavioral proposition borjas argues has crucial implications
for how economists and policymakers should frame contemporary debates over immigration
Ebook: International Economics 2015 two of the world s leading economists discuss fundamental issues of
inequality and economic growth
Interior Immigration Enforcement Legislation 2008-04-03 culture plays a central role in our understanding of
migration as an economic phenomenon this title emphasises on the distinctions in culture between migrants the
families they left behind and the local population in the migration destination
Low-Wage Work in France 2017-03-21
Handbook of Research on Policies and Practices for Sustainable Economic Growth and Regional Development
2023-01-19
Digital Labour Markets in Central and Eastern European Countries 1994
Deciding to be Legal 2009-04-30
Paid and Unpaid Labour in the Social Economy 2005
Labor Economics 2012-08-01
Capital Accumulation and Migration 2014-06-09
Immigration Economics 1998
Growth, Inequality, and Globalization 2010-12-16
Migration and Culture
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